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Indonesians love their country. This is not a far-fetched claim if we look at the statistics of Indonesian
diasporas. At least in 2015, Indonesia Diaspora Network documented that there are 8 million Indonesians
abroad.1 The Special Region of Jakarta alone has a population of almost 11 million! Considering that there
are nearly 270 million Indonesian citizens, then an approximate of only 3% lives in other countries.2 From
the few diaspora that we have, near to 4.6 million are holding onto their Indonesian citizenship. Aligned
with this claim, allegedly, Indonesian collectors have a nationalistic tendency in their collecting practice. In
other words, collectors from Indonesia only collect the works of Indonesian artists. The rumours - which
are said to be true - became the starting point of our conversations with the participating collectors’ of our
current exhibition.

Oftentimes these conversations were not reciprocal, but were instead met with the question, “But what is
the theme of the exhibition?” In RUBANAH’s curatorial texts for other group exhibitions, we have written
repeatedly how a theme is never a starting point for us in creating an exhibition.3 We are more interested
in discussions about a work or the practice of an artist, writer, curator, researcher, manager, collector, art
handler, conservator, and members of the art ecosystem in general. In the context of Bongkar Gudang,
what we wish to articulate are the stories of our collector friends, indeed in relation to the works that they
collect. To this end, in every conversation, we put emphasis on their experiences in encountering the works
that finally became part of their collection. Not only physical encounters, but also encounters of ideas,
interests, or taste. General questions - such as: which work did you collect first, why do you like this work
or that, how did you display the work after it was collected - were brought up to ignite our conversations.
In its course, which certainly moves around talks of the work, the artists, the attitudes and curiosities of
each individual collector, we then began to select the works.

Before getting into the works, there is one interesting note to be made. From the five collectors4 involved
in our initial conversations for this current exhibition, the first works they collected were in fact not the
works of Indonesian artists. Winda Malika Siregar began her collection with the work of Peter Dittmar;
Inez Tiffany with Tay Bak Koi, Evelyn Halim with Ryan Callanan, Natasha Sidharta - who also participated
in the first edition of Bongkar Gudang — replied to our invitation immediately with the offer to exhibit

4 Aside from Abigail Hakim, Inez Tiffany, Natasha Sidharta, and Winda Malika Siregar whose part of collection are
accessible in this exhibition, we also talked to Evelyn Halim. Her collections are not exhibited because of our changing
schedule. However, her contribution of stories, thoughts, reasonings, and attitudes in collecting are notable as one of the
references in creating this exhibition.

3 See, for example, the exhibition text for I wanna’ dance with somebody who knows me (2019), My strange addiction
(2022), or Run the gamut (2022) di www.rubanahundergroundhub.art

2 As a comparison, in 2010, as many as 140 million Chinese reside outside of China. With the population of 1,4 billion
citizens, which means the Chinese diaspora reaches 10%.

1 Pasti Liberti Mappapa, 19 Agustus 2015. “Presiden Indonesian Diaspora Network: Diaspora Tuntut Kewarganegaraan
Ganda" in news website Detik.com. Accessed on 23 January 2023.
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Tomoko Yoneda’s work. Natasha’s automatic response collapses our early assumption. With this in mind5,
we set aside the general questions we had in the beginning. Simply put, we proposed that this time we
intend to find possibilities in modes of “neighbourliness” in private collections. Are those we consider as
“neighbours” limited to those who physically exist in our immediate surroundings? If not its physicality,
what values reduce the gap between our everyday living space and the ideas that are presented by an
artist and their work? Do intimacies of emotions, feelings, ideas or taste become manifest in private
collections?

In Bongkar Gudang #1 XOXO, we refused to believe in the myth that collectors never purchase the work of
female artists, especially in Indonesia, as their careers are considered unstable, especially if they marry
and have children. Our journey then began with a humble question: How many works by female artists do
you have in your collection? Choose two works that you wish to exhibit! In the works of the artists in the
exhibition, the body becomes present, takes centre stage, put on display to be interpreted once more,
compelling all of us to have an even closer look. Are our assumptions fair and equal? Do our opinions
come from misguided speculations? How far are we willing to question our own points of view? Actively
re-reading is one of the ways to escape the trappings of common patriarchal - if not misogynistic -
perspectives.

Here, in Bongkar Gudang #2 Hoods, roots, and whatnot, we chose works that carry with them possibilities
of reducing distance. Works whose forms and ideas allow us to reflect upon the thought that no matter
where we are on the face of this earth, we are connected to one another. No matter how small our
movements are, the vibrations stand the chance of being felt by other people, in places that may be
beyond our imagination. Works that deepen our understanding about our daily environment, beyond the
limits of territories and borders that exist as a result of power structures, political practices, and trades,
such as Southeast Asia (a term coined the CIA), ASEAN, Asia-Pacific, APEC, and so on.

The reasons that lie behind the collection of these works may vary, from friendship, similar awareness,
kindred viewpoints, manifestation of ideas and/ or feelings, to forms of support for an artist’s practice.
How did the work of a Russian artist arrive in Indonesia? According to Winda, the work that she inherited
from her mother came to Jakarta in a fundraising event featuring a Russian ballet performance in
Indonesia. How does this link to the war that is depicted in the work? The many conversations that grew
from the work is what continuously draws Winda to it. What kind of relationship was built by Inez and the
ideas and artistic practice of Tawan Wattuya? Tawan’s statement about the watercolour series entitled ISI,
produced around 2015, catches Inez’s sympathy: that the humanitarian tragedy labelled as ISIS is no other
than a product of Western imperialism, the aftermath of an American proxy war in the Arabian peninsula.
From this, endless interpretations about the many other Islamic organisations globally, including those
around us, become possible. A photograph where Sukarno is surrounded by white-skinned figures,
including Marilyn Monroe, becomes a major appeal for Abigail’s collecting practice: Self-decolonizing.

5 Please see Akmalia Rizqita & Grace Samboh, 2019. Exhibition catalogue Bongkar Gudang #1: XOXO. Jakarta:
RUBANAH Underground Hub. Accessible from www.rubanahundergroundhub.art
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What drew Natasha to bissus from the Southern parts of Sulawesi? How does Islam have a position in a
society that accepts the existence of five genders? These are questions that Natasha may not be able to
answer when she decided to acquire Tamarra’s work in early 2020. The decision came as a desire to
support Tamara’s ambition to complete her undergraduate study in 2019. She was also supportive of a
group of artists and researchers that Tamarra was part of, to produce their presentation in the 17th
Istanbul Biennale (2021). Does Natasha collect art as a form of support for its practice? What stories lie
behind the other works in her collection?

Please enjoy the show!

Best regards,
Grace, Chita, Mitha


